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Super Boni!
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January 15th-16th, 2016
Presented By: Honey Bunches of Scrotes
Sponsored by: Goodrich Coffee Bar
"When people go within and connect with themselves, they realize they are connected to the universe and they are connected to all living things." - Armand Dimele

Just as all people are connected so too are all trivia questions. Each of the following categories are team names that we considered in the lead-up to the last contest that have now become united in one giant Honey Bunch of Scrote

I. Scrotinger's Cat

Match each of the Physics Equations pictured on the questions doc with its name (e.g. write the letter of the equation next to the name which denotes that equation)

Equation Name
1. Time-Independent Schrödinger Equation
2. Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation
3. Euler-Lagrange Equation
5. Coulomb's Law
6. Gauss' Law
7. Ampere's Law
8. Relativistic Energy
9. Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle
10. Biot-Savart Law

Equation Pictures

A. \( \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon_0} \)

B. \( L_x(t, q(t), q'(t)) - \frac{d}{dt} L_v(t, q(t), q'(t)) = 0 \)

C. \( E\Psi = \hat{H}\Psi \)

D. \( F_1 = \frac{q_1 q_2 (\mathbf{r}_1 - \mathbf{r}_2)}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 |\mathbf{r}_1 - \mathbf{r}_2|^3} = \frac{q_1 q_2}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 |\mathbf{r}_{21}|^3} \)

E. \( E = \gamma(u) m_0 c^2 \)

F. \( \sigma_x \sigma_p \geq \frac{\hbar}{2} \)
II. POTUS and the SCROTUS

Name the Following Presidents based on the name of their Presidential Pets

20. Checkers
21. Bo
22. The General
23. Drunkard
24. President
25. Old Ike
26. Millie

**Name the president based on a scandal associated with their presidency**

27. XYZ Affair
28. Iran-Contra Affair
29. Teapot Dome Scandal
30. Watergate Scandal
31. Lewinsky Scandal
32. Whiskey Ring
33. Spoils System

**Name these president's based on facts about them**

34. Proudly named his genitalia Jumbo
35. Whose dying words were "Is it the fourth"?
36. Nicknamed "Young Hickory"
37. Arrested for running over a woman
38. Only president to be wounded in the Civil War
39. Could write in Greek with one hand and Latin in the other
40. Nicknamed the Buffalo Hangman
41. Completed a speech after he was shot in the chest mid-speech
42. Face is on the $100,000 bill
43. Was captain of his high school cheerleading team

**Name the president based on a change they made or brought to the White House**

44. First president with electricity in the white house
45. First president to have indoor plumbing
46. Had the west wing constructed
47. Had the first bowling alley installed
48. Had an indoor heated pool built
49. Had a seven seated hot tub installed
50. Had the tennis court adapted to a basketball court
51. Changed the name of the building to the White House
52. Had special bathtubs installed
53. Had an outdoor swimming pool installed

**III. Scrotal Recall**

**Name the lead/actor in the FIRST version of the film/ film franchise**
54. Batman
55. Total Recall
56. Hulk
57. Peter Pan
58. The War of the Worlds
59. Ocean's 11
60. Parent Trap (plays the twins)
61. Wily Wonka & the Chocolate Factory (willy wonka)
62. King Kong (female lead)
63. Freaky Friday (daughter)
64. The Demon Barber of Fleet Street
65. Scarface (1932)
66. Hairspray (Franklin von Tussle)
67. James Bond
68. Superman
69. True Grit
70. Tarzan

**IV. Scroto Finish**

*Answer the following questions about sports, sporting events, and famous moments in sports history trivia!*

71. The New York Yacht Club lost the 1983 America's Cup after defending the cup since 1870 to a team from what country?
72. How many home runs does Barry Bonds have?
73. In what year did the USA Hockey Team defeat the Soviet Juggernaut in the semifinals of the Olympics? (The game that inspired the film Miracle on Ice.)
74. Who did Sonny Liston lose the Heavyweight Championship to in 1964?
75. In what year did Jackie Robinson sign on with the Brooklyn Dodgers?
76. How many track and field gold medals did Jesse Owens win in the 1936 Olympics?
77. Who was the first man to break the four minute mile?
78. Who was the youngest Masters Champion in history?
79. What pick number was Michael Jordan in the 1983 draft?
80. Wayne Gretzky has the record for the most career points. What is that record?
81. The rematch between Joe Louis and Max Schmeling in 1938 lasted how many rounds?
82. Whose ear did Mike Tyson take a bit out of?
83. What receiver scored the most points in one quarter in a football game with 29 points scored?
84. What NFL coach has the most victories?
85. What team has won the most Super Bowls?
86. What team has won the most NFL league championships?

**V. Francis Scrote Key**

For the following lines from famous poems, identify the poem and the poet who scribed the lines.

87. "To see a World in a Grain of Sand/
    And a Heaven in a Wild Flower"
88. "And miles to go before I sleep."
89. "To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield."
90. "This is the death of water and fire."
91. "And we are here as on a darkling plain/
    Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,/ 
    Where ignorant armies clash by night."
92. "Instead of the cross, the Albatross/
    About my neck was hung."
93. "They fuck you up, your mum and dad"
94. "Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
95. "Earth, receive an honoured guest:/
    William Yeats is laid to rest."
96. "Tread softly because you tread on my dreams."
97. "They always knew it was you. /
    Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through."
98. "When can their glory fade?/
    the wild charge they made!"
99. "That’s my last Duchess painted on the wall,/
    Looking as if she were alive."
100. "Rage, rage against the dying of the light."
101. "Thou still unravish’d bride of quietness,/
    Thou foster-child of silence and slow time"
102. "it seems they were all cheated of some marvelous experience/ which is not going to go wasted on me which is why I am telling you about it"
103. "The time has come," the Walrus said,/ "To talk of many things:/ Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax—/ Of cabbages—and kings—/ And why the sea is boiling hot—/ And whether pigs have wings."